IN-BUILDING WIRELESS SOLUTIONS

Scalable IBW Solutions
Our in-building wireless (IBW) solutions offer integrators reliable access to best-in-class manufacturers, leading products and technologies, and a massive distribution network that puts products closest to their point of use.

Whether it’s for a high-rise or hospital, college building or corporate campus, we bring an extensive product list including fiber and copper cabling, associated hardware and passive components for growing in-building wireless demands.

Our tailored and scalable IBW solutions offer a complete line up of cutting-edge, carrier approved products, technical expertise and supply chain services to help provide a fast and efficient deployment of an IBW network.

System and Industry Expertise
Our in-building wireless experts are experienced in distributed antenna systems, single and multicarrier systems, radio frequency systems and public safety systems. As members of the HetNet forum, we work with public safety officials, building owners, businesses and wireless carriers to help you create seamless, carrier grade in-building wireless solutions for a range of technologies.

We offer:
- End-to-end testing and performance reports at our Infrastructure Solutions Lab™
- Compatibility testing to determine interoperability of products
- Technical insight of complete systems for surveillance and access control
- IT and telecommunications standards guidance
- Local technical support from regional wireless business managers and local networking experts

Supply Chain Excellence
With risk mitigation and reliable deployment in mind, we ship products as needed. We carry a large inventory and operate within a single, global network platform so customers can view and allocate their inventory while viewing information in real time.

- Consolidated shipments, consigned inventory
- Proof of deliveries
- eBusiness solutions

Purchase with Confidence
With credit requests addressed within 24 hours, our credit department can help you manage your company’s cash flow, bank’s lines of credit and capital requirements needed to achieve your business goals.

Our customers benefit from:
- Flexible and creative credit line options
- Project-specific billing
- Consolidated billing, electronic data interchange and Web billing
- Custom reporting

Technology Alliance Partners:
IN-BUILDING WIRELESS SOLUTIONS

Our Products
Anixter proudly partners with industry-leading manufacturers:

Active DAS
- ADRF
- CommScope
- Corning
- TE

Filtering
- ADRF
- CommScope
- Huber+Suhner
- Microlabs
- PCTel

Repeaters/BDAS
- ADRF
- CommScope

Antennas
- ADRF
- CommScope
- Galtronics
- Huber+Suhner
- MARS
- PCTel

Assemblies
- Belden
- CommScope
- Compulink

Coax and Connectors
- Belden
- CommScope
- Superior Essex
- Spinner

Power
- Alpha
- APC
- Emerson
- PolyPhaser

Racks and Cabinets
- CPI
- Great Lakes
- Ortronics

Test Equipment
- Fluke
- JDSU

Fiber and Hardware
- CommScope
- Corning
- TE

Access Points
- Ericsson

Enclosures
- Oberon
- PCTel

Switches
- Ericsson
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